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European Supermoto S1
at Ottobiano (Italy) - Day1

Under cloudy and cold but dry weather conditions, the first round of
the 2018 Supermoto European
Championship season has started in
Ottobiano in the region of Pavia,
Italy. The Ottobiano Motorsport
park is one of best well equipped
venues in Europe for Supermoto
races. With fast straights, tight corners and a challenging off-road section there is plenty of action for the
spectators and riders. At the opening round it was TM Factory Racing rider Thomas Chareyre who took first pole position
in 2018.
Free practice
On Saturday morning all 40 entered riders were divided into two groups via a ballot system. The first group of riders started their free practice session in the morning. With
most riders having a lot of racing time on the track of Ottobiano, it didn’t take long before
everyone had a fast pace in this session. In group one it was TM Factory Racing rider Thomas Chareyre to set the fastest time of 1:32:129. Degasoline Motorsport rider Pavel Kejmar was second on only 00:039 seconds followed by Phoenix Racing rider Markus Class in
third. MTR KTM Rider Laurent Fath and Austrian Husqvarna rider Andreas Buschberger
completed the top five.
In group two the fastest time was for Finnish SWM Factory rider Mauno Hermunen who
made his comeback after two years of absence. Hermunen was followed by TM Factory
Racing rider Diego Monticelli on 00:566 seconds. In third place it was the young French
rider of Phoenix Racing, Nicolas Cousin. The top five in group two was completed by Phoenix Racing rider Elia Sammartin and SWM Factory rider Edgardo Borella.
Time practice
In the time practice in the afternoon the fastest ten riders of each group are directly
qualified for the races on Sunday, so it was important to set a good and fast time early in
the session. All 20 riders from group one were on the track immediately after the track
was open. With the laptimes close to each other in the free practice of group one, the
fight for the first ten best times would be intense. In lap seven it was TM Factory Racing
rider Thomas Chareyre to set the fastest laptime in group one of 1:30:643 seconds, which
was 1,5 seconds faster then in the free practice. Second best time in this group was for
Degasoline rider Pavel Kejmar after a close battle with Phoenix Racing rider Markus Class
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from Germany who set the third fastest time. Fourth time of the first group was for
Tuning Motorsport rider Milan Sitniansky who despite a few crashes showed good speed
in Ottobiano. Top five was completed by French MTR KTM rider Laurent Fath who has
a good debut on the KTM.
If all laptimes were enough to qualify directly it remained be see how group two had
to start their time practice behind them. In this strong group two, lots of fast riders
were fighting for the fastest time and direct qualification. A group of three Italian riders
with SWM Factory Edgardo Borella, TM Factory Racing rider Diego Monticelli and Phoenix
Racing rider Elia Sammartin were setting each lap faster times but in lap nine it was
Finnish SWM Factory rider Mauno Hermunen who set the fastest laptime in group two
before the Italian pack. His teammate at SWM Factory Edgardo Borella took the second
time before Phoenix Racing rider Elia Sammartin with the third time of this group. The
fourth time was for TM Factory Racing rider Diego Monticelli in front Phoenix Racing
rider Nicolas Cousin.
After the two time practices were done, it was time to make up the combined overall
timings. In combined times it was TM Factory Racing rider Thomas Chareyre who took
the fastest time and the pole position for tomorrow’s races in Ottobiano. Second best
time overall was for SWM Factory rider Mauno Hermunen followed by Degasoline Motorsport rider Pavel Kejmar who completes the front row. The groups are combined according the group one number one, group two number one and so on. For riders outside
the top twenty there was a last chance race where they could assure a place on the
grid for Sunday.
Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/491
The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

